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Chapter ITO: Fairy Hunting 

















Well, we'll 

,et's get nothing 
go/ but trouble 

staying 
here/ 
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"Sucked It 
Hls In," to be 

Majesty exact, 
does not 

think 
small. 

They 
destroyed 
the Earth- 
land Fairy 

Tail?// 









Chapter 171: Fault 























undying 
font of 
magical 
power// 

















Chapter ifl: The Key to Hope 



What if 
you've always 
been able to 

use it? 







Pon't / Y Hh 
call me ,Well’ ha Ha / you 're both \ nu MU 

a”J!Su \ loudand \ Ha/// 
indss: \ annoying. A 

Rnd that - 
I'm some 
kinda rich 

kid who 
does magic 
with keys?. 

You're 

writing 
a novel? 

Me?/ 

Then all we gotta do 
is beat up these royal 
types of yours and the 
world goes back to the 

^ way it was, right? 

That's right... 
Those royal types 

went and stole 
away a part of 
our culture/ 
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He said 
he could feel 

the "warping of 
space'' or some' 

thing like 
that. 

And I think 
he hid me in a 

different time- 
space for a 

short period. 

...and so, the 
instant the 

flnima started 
sucking up the 

town, Horologium 
rescued me. 







Chapter ith Fireball 
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That's 
why I have 
to convince 
everybody in 
the guild to 
help out!!!! 



























Chapter 114: Revelation 







Get 
out! 

If I take you 
any farther than 
this, I won't be 

able to make 
it back to the 

guild. 































We all feel 
the same 
my... if 























Whoa/ 
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They V 
were programmed to \ 

seek out and eliminate \ 
the dragon slayers 
after hatching from / 

their eggs. / 









life are 
not your 

puppets to 
control 

rttt 

are 

f^w. Jf 

tout 
l/if MaleI'Cl 
sw'Fplu/ 1 jcat... f 
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Chapter iff: Fly to Your Friend*! 
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We were 
chased out 

here long ago, 
and that's why 

we live here. 

V My 
husband and 

the kingdom's 
government 
don't quite 
see eye-to- 













But the 
young 
people 

today just 
don't get 

Fear keeps 
a guy from 
doin' things 
he should be 

able to do 
//// 





... that's 
w,hen our 

wings propel 
us forward! 





*„aaa*aaa*m f/i 





The execution 
order has been 
handed down 

from the Exceed 
Queen, Chagot. 







I'm surprised you 
can make such a 

face. Ore you aware 
of your own 

-r position? 













Urk... B-but even an 
Exceed doesn't 

have the right to 
overturn an edict 
from the Queen. 



















There are cats everywhere!! Especially starting on the splash page for chap¬ 
ter 177, all the way to the end is a steady stream of nothing but cats!!! And 
that’s the stoiy of this first commemorative (?) volume! Now that we’re in 
the Edolas arc, I figured it would he easier to draw than the Nirvana arc that 
we just finished, but...?!! Look at all the crowd scenes!! And now there are 
two Natsus and Lucys, and it always takes so much time to draw Panther 
Lily (although personally, I love him because he’s so cute), and the buildings 
and plants of Edolas are supposed to look like nothing you’d find on Earth- 
land, so it’s such a pain!! It’s suddenly turned into a series where it takes 
forever to draw even one chapter! It’s been ten years since I started doing 
this job, right...? But I can never seem to speed up the process! Ten years 
ago, I thought that in a decade, I’ll be drawing manga at twice the speed I’m 
doing now! I figured then I’d be able to take like three days off per week! 
Yeah, I remember those plans clearly... I’m so sorry, my former self of ten 
years ago! Anyway there are a lot of new terms here, and I don’t want you to 
get confused, so I’m jotting them down here. Which is a good excuse because 
this will keep me from forgetting them too. 

Earth-land: The world where Natsu and everybody live. It just means living 
on Earth. 
Edolas: A different world from the one Natsu and everybody live on. It’s a 
world in the process of losing its magic. 
Exceed: Happy and Carla. They’re a race of beings that look like cats. They 
are like angels of Edolas. 
Extalia: The country of the Exceed. They have a Queen that they worship 
like a god. 
Lacrima: A crystal that can harbor magic. Presently everyone in Fairy Tail 
has been turned into a lacrima. 



FAIRY TAIL 
Bit-Part Guild Card 1 



FAIRY TAIL 
Bit-Part Guild Card 2 

This wizard is a huge fan of bodybuild¬ 
ing, and his highly developed body is 
from his own efforts. His magic. Muscle 
Speak, is a chanted supportive spell 
that can make the people around him 
more macho. And because the health 
and shape of his own muscles can 
increase the effectiveness of his magic, 
he spends much of each day in weight 
training. Joey has been a close friend 
and rival to Wan ever since they entered 
the guild. Joey also has the odd habit (?) 
of losing teeth. He used to have a tattoo 
on his chest, but to allow him to enter 
bodybuilding competitions, he had it 
magically erased. 



FAIRY TAIL 
Bit-Part Guild Card 3 

The owner of the Fairy Tail Women’s 
Dorm and daughter of Luccio. She’s a 
home-town Magnolia girl whose family 
runs a cafe. Her magic. Legend of the 
City, is an extremely powerful magic 
that enlists all of the wandering spirits 
of the town as her allies to fight for her. 
However, if she takes even one step 
outside of Magnolia, she will have to 
start from scratch, enlisting spirits all 
over again. 
She has an aloof attitude, and even 
when everyone else goes out, she is of¬ 
ten left behind. She has a slow conver¬ 
sational style that is off-putting to many. 
Secretly, she thinks of Laxus as her type. 



FAIRY TAIL 
Bit-Part Guild Card 4 



Emergence} Request! 

E^plrtin the Masteries of 

VMRYtAIL 

Lucy: you mean it's gonna be i/s 
this timep 

M/rd: That's right. They said that we 
should do it once in a while. 

Lucy: Aww/ what a friggin' pain/ 

M/rd: No negativity, bet's give this 
our best/ V 

y; CThey tell me she's exactly the 
same no matter which world...) 

/s the horse 
head or top 
of Sagittarius 
actua/iy aiAreP 

Lucy: "Sagittarius"? Who the heck 
is that?/ 

Mira: It's a Celestial Spirit that the 
Earth-land bucy keeps 

AS A PET. 
: Wait/ They're no "pets/' right?/ 

Lucy: I don't know much about it/ 
but it's just a mask/ right? 

Mira: I suppose... If it were alive/ it'd 
be really scary/ bet's just say 
it's a mask. 

Lucy: i have no clue what this guy's 
talking about/ 

; ): It's probably impossible for 
us in edolas to answer these 
kinds of questions. 

)J:Aw/ don't give me that/ The 
word "impossible" don't apply 
to us/ 

Mira: Wow/ 9 bucy/ you're so cool/ 

Lucy: Here's what I figure/ That he 
didn't know it wouldn't work on 
her. If you think of it that way/ 
the rest follows/ right? 

Mira: Amazing/ It does follow/ 

Lucy: Okay/ that answers that/ 
Hit me with another one/ 

Aside from Fairy 
Taii, what other 
gui/ds exist or 
Edo/asP 

Mira: There are all sorts/ No... Or 
to be more accurate/ there 
were all sorts. 

: Yeah/ they were all crushed by 
the Kingdom... 

Lucy: yeah/ That's one I really want to 
know too/ 

): Hm? What are you talking 
about? 

Mira: I remember that Blue Pegasus 
only allowed girls to join. 

Lucy: And one of my best friends/ 
Sherry/ used to be a part of 
bamia Scale. 

Mira: Oh/ remember how byon-kun 
from that guild used to be 
such a big rival to Gray/ vying 
to get Juvia to just notice 
them? 

Lucy: I hope they're all safe/ but... 

Lucy: well/ they say the Earth-land 
me is writing a novel and was 
raised as this little rich kid/ 

Mira: Really? 

Lucy: And people like Gray/ Cana, 
and Elfman are all totally 
different. Even their Wendy is 
years younger/ 

Mira: And I'm the same? 

Lucy: Here's another?/ Who the heck 
is this Ichiya guy?/ 

Mira: And saying/ "Meeeen"... 

Lucy: isn't that a part of Kendo sword 
techniques? When they go for 
the head/ the say/ "Men/" 

Mira: And when sheep bleat/ it sounds 
kind of like that/ right? 

: Okay/ then at times like this/ 
we can just say it's this Ichiya 
guy's bleat/ 

: That's true/ We have determined 
that/ "Meeeen" is just Ichiya's 
way of bleating. 

Lucy: Now we finally get to the last 
question. 

Why is Mira/are 
the or/y ore where 
the Earth-iard 
character ard her 
Edoias character 
are the sameP 

Lucy: According to Earth-land 
Natsu/ there's not a single 
difference between you two. 

Aww... Well that's just boring/ 
isn't it? 

I more or less think 
so too. 

Mira: I wonder if we're exactly the 
same if I do this boo! 

: Huh... ?// What do ya think 
you're doing?// Put your 
clothes back on/// 

Mira: Or maybe this! 

Will you cut that out?// And 
wait/1 never met the Earth- 
land you anyway/ so how'm 
I supposed to compare you 
two?/// 

Well let's show the readers 
and let them decide... 

THAT /S ONE TH/NG 
WE CAN'T DOS/S 
WE'LL GET iN TROUBLE 
W/TH MASH/MA'ff 

(The Earth-land bucy has to do 
this every time? I don't envy 
her...) 



The Fairy Tail Guild de Art is looking for illustrations/ Please 
send in your art on a post card or at post-card size/ and 
do it in black pen/ okay? Those chosen to be published will 
get a signed mini poster/ ^ Make sure you write your real 
name and address on the back of your illustration/ 

EUiCTBS Hiro Mashima/ Kodansha Comics 

M51 Park Ave. South/ 7th Floor New York/ NY 10016 

PBIWfRlI/ 

jf^YTAZ^ 

iPfllflYfflll/ 
.Oil'll-?.,,,. 

FMWTfyll/ 

▼ I thought of 
questioning the 
meaning of this/ 
but I've decided 
not to go there. 
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f ' •; 7, 

Fairy Run-ter 

Frza ^hi^lrbwalker 

^ fcav-lhl and! 



Translation Notes: 

Japanese is a tricky language for most Westerners, and translation is often more 

art than science. For your edification and reading pleasure, here are notes on some 

of the places where we could have gone in a different direction with our transla¬ 

tion of the work, or where a Japanese cultural reference is used. 

Page 29, shan 
Byro seems to have a speech 

impediment that makes his dialog 

a bit breathy, and "s" sounds tend 

to turn into "sh" sounds. That's why 

what would normally be Erza-san 

has turned into Erza-shan. 

Page 36, Urggit 
The Japanese onomatopoeia 

(sound word) for the sound a 

frog makes is, "Kero-kero." But in 

Edolas, the frog-like creature said, 

"Gero-gero. 'This translation used a 

"g'-based substitution that did its 

best to call up the sound of a frog. 



Page 66, Ebi 
As noted in the notes of previous volumes, 

a common trait of crab characters (re¬ 

member, Cancer is a crab) is to end their 

sentences with " kani" which means "crab" 

in Japanese. Mashima decided to put a 

twist on this by making Cancer's sen¬ 

tences end in -ebi which means "shrimp" in 

Japanese. 

Page 71, Exceed Clan 
Here, the Japanese used a word that 

means family or clan, but in this case, 

Exceed Race might be more appropriate. 

Page 90, Butter me up 
When one wants to ingratiate oneself to 

someone else in Japanese, one tends to use 

more polite honorifics than the situation 

might call for. In the Japanese original, Edolas 

Natsu called the Earth-land Natsu, Me-san, 

and Natsu complained since it was like calling 

himself -san (something not normally done). 

Page 145, Fallen 
In Japanese, the term for traitorous Exceed is the 

same term that is used for fallen angels, so this 

translation used the word, “Fallen." 

Page 188, Men 
In the sword-based martial art of Kendo, it is com¬ 

mon to announce the part of the body that one is 

aiming for when striking. It's usually, "Chest," when 

aiming for the torso and, "Men," when aiming at 

the head or face area. One of the Japanese words 

that is pronounced men means face. 



Page 188, Bleat 
In Japanese, the onomatopoeia for the bleating of sheep sounds like, "Meeeeeh." 

M/'rax And when sheep bleat/ it sounds 
kind of like that/ right? 

Okay/ then at times like this/ 
we can just say it's this Ichiya 
guy's bleat/ 

That's true/ We have determined 
that/ "Meeeen" is just Ichiya's 
way of bleating. 

lucyx Now we finally get to the last 



‘Fairy Tail Plus is only available in the Japanese language in Japan. 

from HIKO B8SHIM 

Wow! At the very same time 
that this volume 21 comes out 
in Japan, the fan book called 
Fairy Tail Plus goes on sale too!! It 
has a short story that never got 
into the tankobon, a short story 
drawn just for the book, other 
manga, stories from behind the 
scenes, color illustration galler¬ 
ies and more! It's going to be a 
really fun book!! For all those who 
would like a more in-depth look 
at Fairy Tail, I urge you to pick up 
this book!* 

Original Jacket Design: Hisao Ogawa 



Preview of Fairy Tail, volume 22 

Were pleased to presentyou with a preview from Fairy Tail, 

volume 22, now available from Kodansha Comics. Check out our Web site 

(www.kodanshacomics.com) for more details! 











---1 What do 
Then f I don't know, you think 

but I think we they're this is 
have to use this trying to a rebel¬ 

confusion. do? lion?/J 

y?fk 

li 

Wh-What's 
going on here?/ 

Aren't the Exceed 
supposed be like 
angels or gods 

the humans 
here? 





£% |1|§M ^ Y\ y you, 

Hlw war~ 
riors / 

us m|WI This is all for 
stand gf Humanity's future/ 
up to- K^M m To create for us 

gether! the benefits of a 

B™wC 
magical society/ 



Commence 
Code E7P- 

exceed Total 
Pestn/ction! 
eliminate the 

angels!!!! 
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coincidental. 
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TOMARE! 

You're going the wrong way! 

Manga is a completely different 

type of reading experience. 

To start at the beginning, 

go to the end! 

That's right! Authentic manga is read the traditional Japanese way— 

from right to left, exactly the opposite of how American books are 

read. It's easy to follow: Just go to the other end of the book and read 

each page—and each panel—from right side to left side, starting at 

the top right. Now you're experiencing manga as it was meant to be! 


